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:PREF~

"The usefulness of a knowl edge of Lie groups and -
Lie algebras to wvll1kingphYL.J..cistsis now Leyond dispute" says
Brian G.Wybourne in his excellent book on "classical Groups for
Physicists".

ilia concept of symme try 'plays a key role in physics, and
the mathematical theory of groups and algebras is the appropriate
means for exploring and expressing this symmetry.

However the mathematical theoTJr~ with the level of rigour
which the subject' requires~ is very demanding in time and effort
for a p~oper understanding of the theory and its techniques. It
is appropriate for the beginning student to be exposed to someI ,.

of the principal ideas by means of examples'and exercises, so
that he acquires a feeling for the subject before .he embarks
upon serious stUdy of the subject with all its glorious ramifi~a-
tions. '

In thiS short course~ LJ aim is

a) not to hope for completeness9 for the subject is vast, my
_ time is short, an d r do no t kno w many parts anywa:y.

b) to seek cl:lrityeven at the expense of mathematical rigour
c) to select SOfie topics wh.i.ohI think are useful to the

intending studen-t and to assemtle together material which seems
to be scattered in the litera-tUxe ."0'- with the hope that there-
after one can go more confiden~ly to a serious treatment of the
subject and

d) to summarise some of the'results of our La Trobe group
on the Lie ~mmetries of dynamical systems.

,
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IN..TRODLJCTION-
The groups that are use~l in physics may be considered

under -:.Ie following headin[d.

(1) FINITE SYMME~~GROUyS - Such as the 32 crystallagraphic
point groups or the .230 space. groups.

(2) F~ITE CONTINUOUS GROUPS - the elements of which are
determined by a fin.ite nuinber of parameters.

~. :

r The continuous group consisting of the infini te set of '
matrices

produced by continuous variation of the parameter trbetween 0
and 2 if. (This group is denoted by the symbo L SO(2)). Note _
that i t is no t a fini te group in the sense of having a fini te
number of element s but the number of Lndependen t parameters is
finite 0

(3) INFINI TE CONTINt!.QYS.GROUPS: where the elements involve
arbitrary functions

Gauge groupS
Coordinate transformations in General Relativity
Canonical transformations in classical mechanics and

Quantum mechanics.
In my lectures, I assume some familiarity with (1) and

_Will deal with (2) only.
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CHAP1~R 1
~ ••••. It ••••••

INTRODUCTORY•.. _ •. -=w

Set: A collection (mayor may not have any atruo-ture)
is called a set.

It is a set 1.d th one operation, called the group operation
often termed as multiplication and sometimes as addition.

Group axioms are ~
Closure
associ atd, vi ty
identity
inverse

If in addition the group operation is commutative (i.e.)
a.b = bv a for all a~be. G9 then the group is called a commuta-

tiv-e gr oup 0 r an A\.beIian gr oup •

!ield :'1
It contains a set: t.fo J ~ I, -----1
2 operations (a ) called addition denoted by +

(ii) called scalar multiplication denoted by G

Field axioms are:
(a) The set is an Abelian group under operation (i) with

as identity.
(b) The set under operation (ii) satisfies

Closure
associati vity
identi ty
~nverse - except for
distributive law.
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If further operation (Li) commutative (i.e.) f~'0.f-j-::tjotc)

then field F is a commutative field. The fields we IDo,tly use
are the fields of real and complex numbers.

LINEAR VECTOR SPACE V:----.--_ •.. - - -

A linear vector space V consists of two sets

(a) a set 1/0 , ~I ;, .-- ,.... - . - , E: \} called vectors
V"

tl , f2...~ E ~ p a field and two operations- .•. _. - 'I
(b) a set

(i) vector addition, +

(ii)scalar mul tiplicationpo
Axioms of a linear vec-tor space are

(1) (V1+) is an abeatan group with ~o as the identity
element

(2) operation (il) satisfies:

closure -t ~E- t=", ~. E- \I ~~0~' E \I

{~ q C:t J b~' K) :: C1-~~1j) 0 ~ ~Associati vity

ldenti ty

Bilinearity +~0 ( ~j -\-.~K):::- f-~" ~j + +~D~K
Q- ~+ tJ) e ~l<- = t~0 ~K + rJ e ~\<-

A vector space is ~-dimensional if there exists a set of
N non-zero linearly independent vectors Vt, V'l- i : _. ~ 0'1'0.\

- - V"'

with every set of (N+1) non-zero vectors is linearly dependent.

~------....-...- ..
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ALGEBRA-
A linear algebra consists of
(a) a set ~, ')~~ ) 0 •• ~ E \J. called vectors

(b) a collection t" t L, Q D " •.'> e f" ,a field,

together with three operations as follows:

(i) vector addi tion, + for 1~~1
(ii) scalar IIIultiplication,o between-l ~<}and I :lJ-j}

(iii) vector multiplication, * among all elements of V.

Axioms of a linear algebra are the same as that of the
axioms of a linear. vector space and also it has the following
axioms:

(a) closure ~~, ~J' e \I ~ ~G * ~j 6 -J
(b) bllinearity l~i.+ :2-j) * '§-l< = "2;;"*'Q-J<. +~j *~ I<.

Y~*(1j+~K):: ~~~~J~i-~~*~K

By imposing particular additional axioms, we can get different
types of algebras.

associa tivity
(~'v * -s- \).,... "",J

:!-~* ?j
"$ L * \~-j
V\ ..,.

'!; ~I<- '=- :J~*\tj '*~0
»: *" 1\.9-~
V'> """

-::- \~j "* ~L
V'>

symmetry

antisymmetry

derivative property V-: *( VJ' * {j-~) :: ("SL*".Jj\*~
•...•..v . v- V' ~ V'-) '"

+ ~j~(~~*~K).

------------

J
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Ego~l: Consider the set of real n x n matrices. Under (i)

matrix addi ti on and (ii) s ce.Lar multiplicb. tion by real numbers~

thiS set is a real vector space.

Adding to this (1.11) -)(-= ma.trix multiplication defined by·

where A = (QiJJ)

the above vector space becomes an algebra.

a '"II , 'Y\,Note that the identi ty ve ctor under y + is

the identity under~o is 1 and

the iden ti tv vector under * is ° the uni tomatrix I.•. "nJ~

Besides satisfying all axioms for a.Lge br-a , it satisfies further

the axioms of associativity and identity.

° t
E~.2:Consider the set of n x n real symmetric matrices ( A =: A)
This is a linear subspace of the vector space of the previous

example.•

If * = ma+r-i x mu.ltd pLdea tLon, then closure is not satisfied

and therefore it is not an algebra. However9 if 'JJe take for *
A*B= AB+BAwhere ABmeans matrix multiplication of A and B,

then both axioms for algebra are sati sfied.

k.:l,:

(AT~-A) .
Consider the set of n x n real antisymmetric matrices

This is also a linear subspace of vector spaca
/-.:

of Eg.l. Again, if * = matrix multiplication? then closure is

not satisfied. But if * is defined by

A*B= AB-BA?then axioms for algebra are satisfied. This

algebra, in general, may not be associative and may not have

an identity •

•••••••••• --------. A.._. --------------....;...-----------.---~~ .. _.. -1

j



An algebra is called a Lie. algebra when * is defined by

. A*:B = bB-:BA and this satisfies deri vation (or Jacobi's identi ty) •

1 • 2 ]3ASI.S:

It is an important property that every entity is obtainable

by applying the operations to the elements of the basis.

~ !or a gr.ouJ?:

The basis for. the group is taken to be the smallest number

of distinct group elements which by rules of composition will

yield all other group elements. The elements of the basis are

called the generators of the group.

The symmetry group of rotations of an equi];ateral triangle

about its centre consists of 3 elements, viz., rotation through

..t-rr ~ rotation through 4-1r and identity. If 0 = rotation

titrough ~" , then eleme~ts of the gr oup are iE.C,a21 where

03= E, and 0 is generator of the group. -'!hus, each element

of the group may be written as c: n = 1$2,3.

Basis for a field.--.. . ~

For real 'numbers the basis is 1.

For complex numbers the basis is (1 ,i) and any element is

of the form a+bi.

For quatarnions the basis is (1r A\, ~2.) A3 ) and any

element is of the form Qr;. '1 + G..\ A 1 + 0-1. ?<i\ -+ 0.2> ~~

.1:..f:
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Bqsis for a v~c~or space~

L~t us first consider a theorem' which states that all
N-dimensional vector spaces are equivalent. Here any set of
linearly independent vectors <) 0." n a 2- LV'.' ~"--) • - . , .... N J
an adequate basis and the canonical basis is given by

is

"'0, - , et - 0 1 . .. . . , eN - 0- - -V< V"I ....
i 0
0

0 i

Algebra being vector space p the basis of the vector space
may be chosen for an algebra too! Since the oper~tion * is closed'

/

basis vectors e~ and €rJ' ,then
"'" K .•..•

The Ci..j are numbers .Ln

are called Structure Constants.

when we take.any two
'» K

e~~ e J' .:: C ~J" e.K........ '""'"

of the vector space and

the field
A

knowledge of these constants is sufficient to describe the structure
of the algebra. We will meet these in greater detail later,.

,

If A:. J..L e:~and ']:;
..J then~ e:'-"" _J

, , ,. ( K

A *B otl-e~* ~Je I

L. J .- d.. ~ C 'vj eK- _. )
.'" \.-0

kJ:
4-./\ \. "f\;.)Let \'\L.J

co Lumn and 0

beConsider the set of real n x n matrices.
n x n matrioes with +1 in the ~ ~ row and j ~

\ 'Y\) Co. ·elsewhere. Then t--1 i..j L, J ":.1, 2.. , 3,. . , . , n..) are

bases for this algebra of real matrices. ~e bases obey
("rv ') l"ll.-) ",..••..")

r1U "" \Y\ k e. - ~"\ lt Sj K and the struoture constants are
(~h) c ("""3

C(Lj)( K t.) - 0- Kj a L £" e.
~---"""'---~"'--------------------~---"":-'------~.'.."
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1.3 E.g,:

Consider the two transformations given by

I:

II : (\/1 ~.J{ -

Take two operations of the transformation 1~ so that we have
\! L t, (

~ I::' D \ 'X ; -\- 0 \b~L~
. II \. {

'J?v.1;:: D \ 7-~
I !Substi tuting for ~ I and r:f:2. 9 we get

t (
XI ::.

/1'r-x,~ :::

b\ C Q 1 'X \ + 0 {Q 2. 'x 2..) + b\ b2. Q \ X $..)

b\ 0.,1.. r:-:L 9-

(i.e.) \(?:, '..:::c\ X, + 0) e.~ 'X..,~
tJ.,) ~ eY e. c:,\ -:::. Gl\b\

c :J.J::: G.. .2J +b ?--v

Similarly taking tHO operations of the transform&tion II,

we have
il~, ::

t
f\JoJ.J.)
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we deduce that

where

t(

~J -=- ~~h+ a..dv~2... + ~ Q1 + be? ~.2. +kjb1
II ~ \ + G~ ~.2. + J<,o d C-, .

r::J:L ::: ~ 2...

C·.2J-Q2.+b~ ,
both the transformationsHere

C, - Q, h,
satisf:Y"t~e group properties and

are isomo.rphic.

Consii:ar the set of real antisymmetric n x n matrices. The
basis elements are

and they are i- 'Y'v ('YV - ~

commuta tion'"relations
in number. ~ese satisfy the

. b.2... MAPPINGS, IillALI ZATION AND REPRESENTATIONS:

A mapping of an algebraic structure such as group, field
etc. into a similar algebraic structure is called homomorphism
if it preserves all the combinatorial operations of that
structure. If in addi tion, the mapping is one-one, it is called
on isomorphism.

-------~------~----------'---.-.,

J
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Whenthe mapping is into an algebraic structure that can

be vlri tt~n down expiLicitly 2'1.ddescribed analytically ~ i tis

called 9- F,ealization or a reQre§..ELILtation- the latte.r is specially

used when the mapping is into a set of matrices.

Thus if we are dealing with an N-dimensional vector space~

i t is convenient to map i t in to the canonical veetor space and

then calculations may be carried out using matrices and matrix

operations.

1.4 GROUPS OFCONTINUOUS MATR.IG~S:

gample:

Showthat the matrices

form a continuous gro~p. Showalso that the transtormations

in the apace R2 ~ mapping a point '"X.. ,intorepreser tedby T ('t1)
\

a point r;.:.., according to..,...

leave invariant the form
1- L

rv- ...1- 'Y' •
~) \ f-'i .-

I -
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Sol~tion: Consider

Tfo):= (~ ~) is .iderrta ty , and we note TL~TtO)=-T(o)TI&)
t; Tl9)

Also T \.'fJ) T (-~)~ \"t 0) -::. "\ to) TL~) showing that T(-~)
is the inverse of ,-l'e}. Associativity is satisfied, since
matrix multiplication is associative. Hence all the group axioms
are satisfied. In this particular case, the group is also
commutative, since T\'tJ0 TlB2.) ::: Tt9-2.) T~t:ri)
The transformation- is

~ \ (- ~) ~ 'if + 'X.-2. 1o\T\; 9-
~~::: - 'X. , lltiJ/) e + ~2- ~11
I 1. ( 1- ( ~2. (. :\LHence rx.:.\ +~;{,; =- <'.X- 1CtJ) ~ + 'X-2.MD 11) T -:x. f M f) 'it + ')(2 Uo 8:J

. ~ ~::.. 'Y- I£-.+ ?::.."L

for all tr and hence we have -theinvariant of ':X(-+'1.~~.
We may show that under certain conditions a set of n x n

matrices T would satisfy the group axioms < The set will have
to satisfy the closure property. The identity element is the
uni t matrix I'tv a.."1.dshould be an element of the set. The
associative law is satisfied since matrix multiplication is
associative. The requirement that each element T should have
an inverse T-l is met if T satisfies the condition det T = o.
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The continuous groups of n x n matrices 'He are interested

in coulu have Teal or compl~Aelements2 an~ depend on a finite

number of continuous parameters. The variables in Jlihe real space

Rn are taken as
nand in the complex space C as

~ := (f:, )2- $I.; '/ - .} 21) .
I

wri tten c:;:x,:: T '7C and

The associated transformations are

respectively.

1 •.5 SO~. GROUPS_.QFu.U-.f..lLMAffi.r,gE,§,

The Ger~Tal li,n.§§r Gl:O~lJ2 GL(n9 C) is formed by the set of all

n x n invertible matrices of complex elements. The'group has

2n2 parameters (corresponding to the real arid imaginary parts of

the n2 elements) 0 The continuous variations of the parameters

'Hill give the whole group. If'the elements are restricted to be

real~ then we have the subgroup GJlnfP.) of n2 parameters.

Th1s is a subgr-oup of G1(ns C) Hi th the determinant

of each element + 10

1:n:L s is 8, subgroup of G~G(n9R) wj. th the determinant

of each21E:~nent +1. It is also a subgroup of

!JBi t8':£L ..£~=t9~7 U9n) consists of n x 11 urri tary matrices and

contains n2 parameters. Since each element satisfies
'Tv

have ~ ll\,K II ~<j:: S" Lj ~ and
f( :::I

T.nGl'efore the parameters have bounded

J-

L 1)'\.-tJlU ~ 'tie

2-
hence tL~"') L 1.LI..J
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domains. Groups which have their paz-ameter-s in bounded domain.s
(as in .his example) are sac.d to be 9ompan. The unitary trans-
formations leave invariant the Hermitian form

rt)...

c:::::;- ~ *
~ Zk2K

K:::"l

The group invariant the Hermitian form

Since the determinant of a unitary matrix is 21~ if- we
confine to uni tary matrices of determinant +1 s we obtain the'
special unitary groups SU(n) and SU(p,q).

prthoEonal Grou~~
O(n,e) consists of n x n complex orthogonal matrices and

has n(n-l) parameters. The determinant of an orthogonal matrix
being .±1 ~ we obtain subgroup SO(n, C) consisting of those elements
wi th determinant +1. The matrices of this euhgr-oup leave invariant
h ' ~ 7;-t e complex quadratic form ~ L- f'

\<. -;: \
O(m,R) is the group of real n x n orthogonal matrices and

has n(n-1)/2 parameters. Its subgroup SO(n,R) has each element
with determinan-t.+1. These leave invariant the quadratic
form
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Elements of the group SO(p,q) Leover 2. ,,-\.~ L:2: ~K ~ X~,
K -::">Q_=-p+l

i.nvariant the
quadra ..ic form

These occur only in ever. dimensj.onal spaces. Sp(2n,C)
is the symplectic group of 2n x 2n invertible COill:!?lexmatrices
which leave invariant the bilinear form

n .
. ,r . I I, \5.(XK ~ K - '): K ~)<)

'----'I "-
f( ~)

of two vectors

\

~ =- eX \, ..~." X -n , X /, .. •

'1.- C~ \ ,. ..· , ~ 't) ~ ~ " ., •

1. 6 o.CONN~CTIVI?(

F:,.'oman arbi trary eLeuen t T of a gr-orp , we may not be able
to reach the identity element by a continuous variation of its
parameters. For examp'Le, in the group 0(2). Some elements
have determinant +1 and others determinant -1, if we start
wi th an element which is a 2 x- 2 orthogonal matrix ofdetermi-
nant -1, one canno~ reach the identity by continuous variation~
whereas if we start with a matrix of determinant +1, we can
reach the identity by continuous variation. Here the group
0(2) consists of two disjoint pieces. The piece that is
connected to the identity element is the subgroup SO(2).

------------,- -----"'------------_._--" ... _ .. -- -_.
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Each disjoint ~iece may be obtained by taking the piece
connected to the identity element and multiplying with one of
the elements of the disjoint piece. In the above example of the
group O(2}, we take the elements ( ~'tr- ~iV 11') of 30(2) and

.\ - ~ 11.-e eo0 <tr
mul tiply by the one element (I 0) ,to obtain all the elements

0-\
of determinant -1~ viz,

A group is said to be co~ected, if from each of'its elements
\

the identity element can be reached by continuous variation of
parameters. When however a group occurs in pieces it is said to
be a mixed continuous group. The elements should then be labelled
not only by the set of parameters but in addition have a set of
discrete labels equal to the number of disjoint pd.e ces , In the
above example? extra label would be just the value of the deter-
minant whether it is +1 or -1.
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CHAPTER II---------

G.R0UPS OF__C.olI1,PIDOUS .TRANSFORMATI9P.§

References:

) Giulio Racah: Group Theory and speotroscopy: CERN lectures
reprinted in Springer Tracts 370

Continuous groups in Quantum Mechanics: CERN

lectures reprinted in Springer Tracts 37

3) Any standard text book such as 'Vrri-Gtenby

2) Pauli

Brian G.Wvbo·~ne.,
M~rton Hamermesh and Gilmore.

We start with a set of n variables
\ 2-

'":L o _, 'X... I:) ? q • ••

which we denote by the symbol ~oK or just X 0 and regard
as the coordinates of a point in a certain space. We consider
a set of transformations, depending on a set of j( independent
parameters

(which we denote by the symbol a6 or just a):
,2. y\

Q ) ex. , .•.. ,0..,) .
write

r'Y'. K _ V K ( (-, t.L """x 'I\. '"
.,A., T v'X.0 )A. 0 ") • • ",0 ,

- tK (x, ~Q,) In short we

X=- tC'Xo;o.)
These equations define a set S of transformations 3 depending
on the parameters a , which map the point :to onto ~ .
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Weassume that -tK have all the required der-Lva t.tves , and
•that f depend essen tiall;y on the par-ame't..r-s , (i. e. )

"I ::; smallestuumber of parameters needed to specify the trans-

formation completely and uniquely. Weassume that these trans-

f'o rma.tLone f orm a rgroup , and examine what the group axioms then

imply.

(i) The result of two successive transformations of the set

should .be a transformation belonging to the set

(i.e.) if rx. =- t (Xo ;a.)and ~(=- t lx :;~~.then these

should exist a set of parameters

such that

-x. z; t tX-; b)",,- t (teLo ; 00) j b) ::: fl'Ao,G) '"HX"?~(<Ljb~

we assume that the functions c(:> CQ) b) are differentiable

to all J rders 0

(2) The g.,-~0Up.axi.oms further require that corresponding to '\.

every transformation 9 there should exist a unique inverse

transformation which also belongs to the s~t.

(i.e.) Given ':X -::.+C1..(:> ;o} there exists a set of parameters
-
a such that Xo =- + (x..', Q,) Uniqueness of a is guaranteed

if ~acobian 0 f \ -t- 0

oX-o}
(3) Further? there exists identity such that r C;Xo ; ~ -:: X.a

where «, is. such that Q -= cp, (Q) 0..6) -= <f ( Q-o >ctJ



Without loss of generali ty ~ we can take Q., ~ :: 0 J> ()-::..), 2, ..;i

Then the function CP sat .•.sfies

a; = cP'( Q ,0) -=- ? c 0 -' CL) (i)

Also the' property of the existence of inverse may be written as

(il)

Finally 1 the group has to sqtisfy associativ i ty .
. 0

on <t> the condi ti on

This imposes

~LQ)c:?co,cn 4[cFlQ,b),C] (Hi)

Thus the group axioms impose on the function cp (a, b) the

conditions (i)s (ii) and (ii1).

Wenote that the~number -f of essential independent
I~· l'parameters Gv) a..: » •.. I., Q is called the order of the

transformation group. (This usage of the term order is somewhat

differe"'1.t from that in the "'-:heOlI'yof fini te groups).

2.2 The Infini te§i.ill._al..ir...ansformations_andtheip,fini tesimal

opera tor.s of th~ ,gr,ou.J20

The fundamental idea of Lie's theory of continuous groups

is to consider not the whole of the group but the part which l.ies

near the Lderrtd, ty g that is, consider infinitesimal trans formations.

Wehave



Thus

Q, = 0
Hence we wri te

K\.t(( defines a ve t oo i ty f'Le Ld ,
Now we define

"I __-:.
I" 0 -

K O·Ll IT (:c) cfi k

'16" are said to be the infinitesimal operators of the group
(or sometimes also called the infinitesimal generators of the
group) •

The transformation x ~ x-sdx may be denoted by the
operator S~ '::.\+ 6cf'X 6. The transformation x ---"l x-sdx

induces in any function F(x) the transformation F(x)-7 F(x) -t-dF(x)

where

2.3 Some examples~

Before proceeding with further development of the theory
w~ go on to consider some examples of infinitesimal transforma-
tions and infini tesiw.al opera-tors.
E.g.l:

Construct the infinitesimal operator for the rotation
SO( 2) •
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Solution:..-:--
ThiS is a one-parameter group. From the finite transformation

we had earlier, namely
:xI:::. J-- Us6\3 + ~ ((r~~.1;-

~ t = _ X- (01 "0 ~ 1- .~ eoS \1
we note that the infinitesimal transformation is

I '
--:.f~ -= X + ~<tr
(j' = - X.e- + ':j

where 'CT is now aninfini tesimal
parameter.

The velocity field has components

u,SL-. (~) ::: y
o tr &-::'0 .

The infinitesimal operator

. {Jv~ :::. ('~) ::.-X
0'0-\ e- '::'0

therefore~ given by

and

is,

>< ::

Eg.2: Construct Ule infinitesimal operators for the group.. .
of real linear transformations Xi = ax-sb , and evaluate their
commu tators •

The velocity field has components



1i' .

The infinitesj~al operators ~~G

Lla.~ ')c ~:x..
~. - ()

ltb(~ ~- _ .
to evaluate [ xQ, X~ ' consider Go...,y~ <p::t-~')t.'~}p

.3 (o~\ a (" . 8 ~\
'):. <:Ox, ~) - () x- ~-:Lii 't)

t'):: OL~ ''(},·h 0'1-~,X _- ~ - 'J:.., 't'"-
'01.,2- ' 'cJ 'X. '0 'X,2- -

Since ~ is an arbitrary function, we get

-~{ = -Xb?
[XQ, X~ -::- 'Xb

~: The transformation

I':1v-
G/X.+'b-----~'X..+ci

.where a,b,c,d are arbitrary constants, defines a finite continuous
group of projective transformations of a straight line. Find
the in~,initesimal operator. of the group, md evaluate their

commutators,
We note that though there are four arbitrary constants

there are effectively only thr8e parameters defined by the
ratios of the four constants. The identical transformation will
have a = d $ b :::.:! = O.

We therefore +ake for infinl tesimal transformation

where are infiliitesimalThe transformatio'n is
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then

first order in small quantities.

The velocity vectors are

.and the ."infini tesimal"

,><,:::

llieir COIDID.ut,ationrelations are turned out to be

(! I ) x:2.J :: X,., eX ~") )( ~ :::-X 3 -' [X 3) 'x J = - ~ x ~

~~?)<J=-Xl , CS~'-Y~=-:X3, (!.)')'Xi] ':: ~X:{;

Eg.4: From eg:2? we can easily show that far the linear
The infinitesimal operator is given bytranslation x ' = x-sd,

a
'Oi

Construct the infinitesimal operators of the rotation
group SO(3) in 3-dimensions and evaluate their commutators.
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Solu tion:
\

'X.r ::. A L where At is orthogonal
'-'"Here the transformation is

and of determinant +1. The infinitesimal rotation is given when
we consider the orthogonal matrix A = I + Ss S having infinite-
simal e1ements Q

j
l~ A -= T

and therefore consists of 3 ince.pendent components.

we obtain

and henoe we ha-ve

and

~o.."XbJ :: XC) ~ b, X.J z,X,,-) [?< "" X oJ ~ XJ,

[X b, X~ = - Xc.., [x:c. , X0 -:.- X o, » ~ G\ , X iJ -::- Xb
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1.4 fu-st Fup.damen.:t.alFOlJIlula:

We res~e the discussion of the conditions resulting from
the group-axioms. We have two equivalent expressions for x.

(i) ~". - ~_( 'ro n).~JC - ! ".A.- ~ _<.A:J (ii)

Consider nOH a transformation as a result of which the new
components of x differ infinitesimally from the old ones. These
maybe obtained in two wayS:

(a) by differentiation of (i) and
(b) by introducing a parameter of infinitesimal

size in (ii) 0

lli.us

(i) ex. + Ciy - 1- C:Lo ; Q-t do")

(ii) -x + cl 'X::. 1-' t x ",cfa.)

have

lliis implies that cto...
c1Q~= f ~(fA) &~'C
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rr:

Solving for OQ 9 we write

where A0 -::i , Qej
t

From these~ we get the first fv.udamental formula

( A)

2.5 IntegrabJJity Condj~ion:

If u is to represent the velocity field of a transforma-
tion~ equation. (A) should be com~letely integDable~that is,it
must admit solutions with n arbitrary constants ~o. The
integrability condition is

lli.isbecomes

Again, this will become



..... '.
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and writing

OA~--o Qt'

we have

~ .

Differentiating this with respect to Q and noting that
u is independent of a, we have

't
OC rt-t: u,~ -:0 0

0(1,(
As the a's have been assumed to be essential, the u's-r; .

a <::t~~ _ 0 implies that
L>Q,P ,.... .

are independent of a and are just constants •..

1: K
CJz~ eL'C

o( .' f:>
\f A ~

:13(1)

are linearly independent. Hence
1:e-~\~

We th@refore$ write

~ necessary condition on the velocity field if.it
is to generate a group .. B(2) is corresponding restriction on
the manner in Which the a's combine.

---------------------,

'CoAe
o Clef

B(1) is
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2.6 The structure Constants------- •..-..... ,....

From equation ]3(1) we derive that the commutator of
infinitesimal operators Xf' X\ ~ .6 is

x( Xc - X 0 X~.
The e.)S satisfy

C( 1)-
(i.e.) they are antisymmetric in the lower indices.
Further» Jacobi t s iden tity, which follows from the associatlvi ty
namely

implies that

The importance of structure constants is that Lie grouPs with
the same structure constants are isomorphic near the identity.
The equations of this section are used to develop the theory of
Lie algebras.

2.7 kie's ~ree Theorems:
I. If there exist + K =- r-:£ \( satisfying (A), then they

form a group.

----------------------------------------------~-------------------,
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K
I I. If there exi sts LL 0 satisfying B( 1) then there

I

exist A$ 1 determined within isomorphism, which satisfy B(2)~

SO that equation (A) is irtegrable.
III. For every set of C's satisfying (0)9 there exists

u's satisfying B(1).

The proof of these theorems will not be attempted here.

2.8. The Parameter groups:

On comparing the two sets of equations

,we see an anology between the functions u and fA .. Thet (a,b)
which connect the parameters according to the compOSition rule
of the gr oup 1 may be considered as defining a group in the same'
way as ')( -= tC:X\J;;) by

Qe -=- tpf(a.,b)
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Thi S ID8.Y be looked upon as a mapping of the a onto a I by a

transformation whose parameter is b. These transformations form

a group P, ' isomorphic to S and called the first ~arameter gEou~.

Thus if a' = ~ (a,b) and at' = cP (a' ,c), then

0:' -=- ?( 40 (0_, b) , e.) --=- 9(Q, q,(b,c))
using the associativi ty property of TK .. The composition rule

for the first parameter group is thus the same as that of original

group.

A second parameter group P2 is obtained similarly as the

group of transformations on the argument b of cP (a, b). We'can

show that every element of P1 commutes ~ith every element of P2-

?~ Adjoint Representation

The relation

can be wri tten

or
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rY. J I~,Now, comparing wi th 0 e ) 'X G"". c., ~6' X r and checking

on the various properties, we can infer that the "{ matrices
form a representation of the Lie algebra. 'Representation is
said to be regular or adjointp since the number ~ of elements
dimensionali ty of the ~ 7\ rf matrices.·

(Among other uses, this representation helps when we have
to find one operator which commutes with all the operators
of the algebra.)

~ Simpl~ and Semi-si~le Group§:

For an Abelian group, all structure constants vanish. If

XI,'X2..,. v.,Xf
subgroup, the structure

1::
c'e6-::'O

an. infinitesimal operators of a
constants of the group will satisfy.

Invarint Subgroup:

In finite groups, we meet with this concept. If h belongs
to a subgroup H of a group g, then ~ fl.-d-I = conjugate of h by g.
If for all ~. E Gl ,. 8~-d -\ E \4 ' then H is said to be an
invariant subgroup.

A group is simRl..~if it has no invariant subgroup besides
the uni t element. A group is semi-.simp,leif it has no Abelian
invariant subgroups besides the unit element.

--------..:...--------.:.....--------.--- .. ---.~
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Note: 1) Abelian subgroups are very troublesome from the
point of view of represen:~tions.

2) A simple group is also semi-simple but not the converse.

2.11 Killing r s Form anq._9art2.n's c:r:iteri on,:

Construct from the Cts the symmetric tensor
p.. . >-.

Q .- C· (? Then Q o c: is called- theOeO - r:~'---<0f Q,G

Killing's form. Cartan showed that a.group is semi-simple
iff det l~~D)+- 0 Note that if Car tan ,s criterion is
satdsf'Led, then we can define also ~.f6 and use it to raise
indices.

From eg.5 of section 2.3, we have the commutation relations
.', -,for the group of 3-dimensional\-xotation as

structure constants are

~ I -::.0L--\<}..

'L <;c... \ ,_ - 0 e.-
1
2..::1- )

2- 0
C-23 :. 0 , e...c~L3 -:-'0

<l. ~
e...·3) - 1 C3\ ::"0- ,

,
Ic: 20 ::-1,

C,. 3i -::.0 ,
and the other constants are easily obtained from the

0( "'-relations /i., - - C y ~\....-("J - Ji.-



(Je) d ~6::- ~S-e6
cLQt (~e6) to ..

whe~e S is the Kronecker symbol

By Cartan t s cri terion9 the group is semi-simple. Note that,
"

in our particular example, the group is simple too!

For a semi-simple gDOUP9 the operator

G,' Po X X
~1 :: d' .' r 6

co~utes with every X~ and this operator is called the
Casimir's operator, For9 consider

o from antisymmetry of the C's.
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~g.l: For the group SO(3)? the commutation relations are

• Now using

example of section 2.11',

~ ((6 -= - %Jv S f( 6" and hence the Casimir f s opera tor is
I . 0.. . 2. '2.)

1::;. - - -. ( Xl + X ~i. + x.?'J.\ _ (;"' t;................
oIJ

E,g.2: Given that (31) x.~::. ><3 ,\3 :Q,X3]=- XI! ~..3, xD-::..X~

are the commutation relations of the group SO(2,1). Calculate
structure constants, Killing's form and Casimir's operator.

Solu:tJ:,°lll
Proceeding as in the eog. of 2.l1? we have the structure

constants as
I

G \2 :: 0

\
(,~3 :: -\

I
C- ~\ ~ 0

'2.-
el~ = 0

1-c.., ~3 «o
'2...

C 3\ :.\

3
C-\'l::

;3
C23 ::0

~
e3\ ~ 0

\

and

d 1I~- ~

d\~::" 0

~\2>::"O

3 ~J... :: ~

~ c2..3 ::.0

d 3.3 -:.:~

6 ••

The group is~ therefore~ semi-simple and the Casimir's operator
is

.----~-.-.-....--.---...--~--.----------------·~--I
,~
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~ca.h· S genw..~lj.zation pf Oasimir'!3 operators _G-n..defined,by

comaute 'With all the elements. Someof these. may turn out to

be not "~ndependent0 G1 0 4) G t are null and ~:l, is the quadratic

operator defined before.

For 'the group 50(3)

Gt..3:: X I X2.. X ~ - ')( \ )(.3 X:z, + X ~ X ~ )( I -)( ~ 'X, )( ~ + X 3 ~ \ X ~ - X..3 X ~)( I

'1. J.; ~
on silllplifica tion" this turns ou.t to be .X \ -t X ~+ ><3 ~ G, ~ .

<, '~'.

~eorem by :Beltrameth and BlasJ, ,(Phys. Letter~, 62 (1966»

The number of independent Oasimirta operators is -r where'"

is the .rank of ~.t ~ t r, ( .' ') Here 0' s .'-'(? ~ u;t' ~, ~"> ~. ~' "~) ,0 •• ,. •

are structure constants and Q.,6are y group par.ame.ters treated

as independent var-Labke s when calculating rank of the matrix.

Casimir's operators are defined only 'Whenthe Lie algebra

is semi-simple. For other Lie gr~ps we shall need often to

find the set of o~erators that commutewith all the operators of

a group.

Far instance, whenwe consider .the groUp E3, we deal with

operators, viz. c a a '0 0 a aa'J- ' ~ '()i:. , ~-a;:- ~"'D; ,-z..~-"L ~ ,
• Here the group is no-t~SL_~£..

o~ O~
semi-simple since a 0~' ~'

form an invariant subgroup;
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2-
..one can verify that P and P.J. commutewith all the•.... •... ....

ope:rato~s. (~2 does no t}; y,' ere ~I ~ ~ ~ ?~:: £ y..,::: 'd
- 'D'L o~' ~ oz.

and "J\ = ~ '"':>~ - '7....,~\ ' J~ = "2..,.~ - }.... ~ , T..;::. 'X- ~ - "J £. .
0"", v » ()1- QAt '() ~ cnc...

2.15. Lie al~oras:

So, far we have considered ~~ ~ -parameter Lie grouP?

with rf infini tesimal operators X (). These operators span

an "f -dimensional vector space formed by quanti ties 1..o.,<S X, ()

whereQ ~ are real numbers.

The X 6" satisfy condi tions .\
with

t
- - C ()~(1)

,--.
(ii) ! X! X JLO' ,6" ~ 0

Jacobi's identity

Ulide'r these oondftions~ the i. infini tesj,.mal operators X 0'

form the Lie algebra associated with the :Lie group.

Wlthever;;Lie gr oup, the're is an associated Lie algebra .
.-~-

The algebra is usual).y labelled by the same letter as fO'r'the
..,;

group, but in lower case.

':Chus,~or the ~oup GL(n,c) the associated algebra is denoted

by ~tC'l\ ,C) and for the group 80(3) by ~OC.3) etc.

------"""'""--------------~~.-.--.-.. --...- .... -

j

i
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DefiAiti~ A set of elements is said to form a Lie
algebra if (a) the element;:;;define a vector space
(b) wi t..l-].anytwo elements A f, A 0' of the set, there is defined
a comfQsition rule (bracket operation) such that

~ r , A oJ -=- - [A 0, A rJ:o C- ~ 6" A 'C

and the element resulting from the operation belongs to the set

(c) Jacobi's identity is satisfied.

Eg.11: ~e a set of vectors in space E3. They form a. .
vector space and any typical vector is Q \~1- Q~J -t q:) ~ •

v.
Take for bracket operation the cross product De)

~ x g; :: (QdJb3-a3b~ ~ +(Q3b,- Q,b3)d +\Q\b~- Q~b,)~

Obviously A x B = -B x A and Jacobi's identity is satisfied.
'" "'" 'V-. •••.•••

Eg.2: Poisson's bracket in classical mechanics.
k-...2l. The commutator in quantum mechanics.

Compact Lie Algebras:
A Lie algebr~ over the field of real numbers will be

compact if Killing's form is n8.Aa~.iyedefinite. Otherwise they
will be non-compact. A compact Lie algebra will hence be
semi-simpl e"

~t'V~rt;,~o:)
therefore is compact. ~t

In the above eX9illples80(3) had
and it is negative definite ?~d
80(2,1) had ~uv :: (-;r ~ ~ ~ which is not negative

roo.!h) _
definite and therefore thiS algebra is not conpao t ,

;

I
.1
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I
Note that if the form 'X Ax is negati ve definite 1 the,yv

i --7:.-( A x... is posi, ti vc defini te and svlfficien t condi tions

~ for:x..' A ry:.. to be positive defini te is that all principal minors
{

are greater than zero.

Direct Sums:

If a Lie algebra J>;;. is such tha't it has p subalgebras •. ",~I

AI, A:h, ... ) t\p such that !\ k n At.= 0 for every pair

A K,>A Q. then we say that A is expressi bl e as a direct sum of

1ie subalgebras and we write

If a Lie algebra A has t\-JOsubalgebras A \ , A!t such that

~l , AU C A I ., Q\.;(" ,A:j C t-\~ , Q\I' A~ C AI then A is

sa.id to be the semi-direct sum of A1 and Az. It will 'be noted

that A, is an invariant subalgebra of A (also called an ideal

of A) we wri te

where the invariant subalgebra AI is written first.

Thus the Lie algebra associated with the group E3 may be

written

where P is the invariant subalgebra formed by the three translation

operato~s1 and S the sub-algebra formed by the rotations.

'-~-,
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CHAPTER III

MATJt~X. _lEPRESEN TN~IO[§

3.1 The angular mom.enturn 8;.l.flebra~s. a guidJ .•for representation,s
of Lie algebras:

One of the earliest examples of a Lie algebra which we meet
with in courses of quantum mechanics is the algebra of angular
momentum opera tors in 3--dilill3nsionalapac e , 1"'J.- . ., J~-':r2. ,
satisfying the commutation relations :r X T ::.."'\;-:r Err

In the standard procedure, one then finds by inspection thats: 'l. 12.. ~
the oper-a to r J :: 'J':L T J';)"-\-JZ commutes wi th all
the angular momentum operators (ic)

[J"..t) TJ.] -: 0 ) l!'~\J~J ~0 > C! ~-'J~ ~ 0
•

J2-is the Casimir's operator G for this algebra.
To find a basis for the problem., one looks for the maximum

number of mutually commuting operators. In this case, this
number is just tWo$ namely 1 the operator J2 and anyone of :r~,T~
and 1''2... One usually chooses JZ and the problem then is to
find the simultaneous eigenvalues and eigenvectors of J2 and Jz.

We label the eigenvectors by 2 sYmbols j and m say~ and write
these as \j )"rrv ) The ei~envector equations are

Tz \J>7Y>;:' A'W' \j,mj

an d .r ~ I j ,-n-17 - A J ) j ')')y)7
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The representatives of J-x.. and J~ will not be diagonal

matrices. It is found convenient to make use of 2 non-Hermitian

combinations J:x.. + l,J;J C:;;; J-+), J:L - L,J~( -=- J_) which

\ have simQler commutation properties. These turn out to be

raising and 10werinf~212erator;::!.

Consider

l} z ~J+J:: IJ7_.,J-x-J -+ "1- [ :r2. ;J~J~ ~J~+J1:- :; J+

[3"Z,j-J ::rz, :r:J - ~L[T2. ,J;] -= 'l:r~- Ix. ::- (:rx. - ~T~) ::- J-
(i.e.) Commutators of J-z. with J+and J are multiples

of J+ and J_

-r T ( \-.JZ.J+ - :J+ J2.-t~

.r z T+ \J ''rO; !:: ::r+ ( A'Wl -+ \) IJ -ro/
,

(ie\ '12- IJ+ \ JIW",; !':.(A'l'fLTI) iJ+ Ijmj]

From we have

Hence J+ \,)1Y\..) is an eigenvector of T'2.. corresponding to the

eigenvalue f,"!l'L't \ •

(i.e.) J+ is a raising operator.

Similarly [}z., T---1 -:: - T -
"--

J ).- I" <r. r-. \), \' "7?
"2_ L J - l '" ro,J J- \ (\1'1'\--1/ L --.l .- J In , J

T_ is a 10wering opera tor •

implies that

.. .
Now, these raised and lowered eigenvectors are alsoeigen

2 /vectors of J • For,

AJiJ"!\Jm/~
'-"

--------------------~-.-.-".--.- ..-

I

i

,'

I

.J
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/'Tl'; •.•.n1.8 implies that a famLl'y or mul, tiplets of different

ei&.ln-:recto.rs.of Jzbel.onging t.o different values of "m:are

e.l.gerrv ~cto~"Sof J~s beLong.ng to the same (igenvalue Aj •
(The faiJily have all different 1st names but the same

sur-name

Let us nOHconsider how many meDbers are there in the

family! Repeated application of J"+ to \ j ""'il) gives eigen--

vector~~., Corresponding to the eigenvalues of Jz J ·)}i.I_

~if\, /\f(\+\' f'''f()i-~;., > and repeated application

ofJ _ to ) J rr.':;-; gives eigenvec1;ors with eigenvalues for Jz..
vi..£'.J ~m ~ ~i'Yl-l, Am-::<.t"),,·

These processes canno t go on independently up and down,

I Note Hermitian operators
and tnat

For given \J" one has the inequali ty_. \. \ ~ I 01\ AJ .....A "1

.' 0 The 2 series must both terminate.

Let j denote Am.. maxfmun, Note that j need not be an integer.

llier-efore ranLe 0f values of A')'\.) ', - j, -j -+: I , • • • !l J-I '> J "

Wecan simpl;y write 'ra ' for 'A'(~". Fora particular value of Aj

there are (2j+1) possible values of A~\"
2j +1 = a ,1)')8i ti ve integer

j = positive integer or t-odd integer.
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19 relate ~j to j

For series to terminz:.l.ie~ J+ applied once too often must

annihilate the eigenvector correspondint to

. \.. ...., and J \ .7
• 0 J+ J l J j :: 0 .- .j) -J -=- 0 /

.".J- :r+-\J ,j 7 -:: (J (L_ J7..1.._ 12) \j ») 7 :..0

~ ( ,t\ ~- j ~j ) i~,j 7 ::CJ
\

This implies that Aj:: j t. J + Y
Hence

J.!0 ( .J i InI -::j" J + ~ lj ~')y)7 ~ J::- 0 , i '\» 1'-~.
0"'1

~ j'm' IT ~J I j 7'{)/ ~ j lj + I) 6j Ij S'Yn! 'hi-

OJnet. .jz- IJ ~"('f) / -:.'W\ \ j )~/ , "r'('I:: - j > • • , .' J
~ <J ' 'rol

\ T'2. \.J -rot ~ 'm. <fj' j 6-rr! 'm:. •
Now consider

-T+ \J, m7 ':"-N +- IJ ~'10+ i7
J_ i j ,"'fI)+ \j :: N._ \ J ;Tn/

are the corresponding normalizing factors.

Wewill find that we get matrix representation for :r'):-,J~):r1.
which are Hermitian by takin€ N+ = N_ = N(real). Then

. where N+ and N_

J- J+ \ j =t= N 0-:- \J) 1Yl+1] ::.N 'l..lj '1m;
N-t -::~ j 1~ \ 1--J + I j tn/ - (J -m \ (:r~ Tz.~-:r2- ') t Jm)

- J tJ +\) - 'fY)2_ iY\,

\. . :\ ~ 'I~
'I.. N ~ LJ (J +~) -"r0(m +i).J ..
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Now

imply that

For a given 1, the matrices are of dimensions (2j+1). The
representations are block diagonal - each block corresponding
to an integral or t odd integral value of j.

Let us explicitly given them for j = t, 1 and 3/2.
Case 1: When j 2j+1 = 2, the matrices are

-' (/0 I)"~ \0
-:-(0 -~ \.~.. )

l -G 0 /-, /

Case 2: When j = 1, 2j+1 = 39 the ffiatricesare

'. ), 0 I 0
~7f (\01

\ 0 ( 0

/\ 0
( 0 ()
\ 0 Q-.
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Case 3: When j = 3/2~ 2j+1 = 4, the matrices are

\

~

3.20 Repres.en ta ti.9.r!.J:L:tA~_alB:ebra :[oJl.o,w1ngiJle an,alo.e:Yof

angular .molll.entQm_<a4-~!,§:J.

Suppose a Lie algeb~a has a finite numper of o~erators X~
satisfying cOIlllilutation relations of the formll

r,
where r»'--PO" are the

-
structure constants. To obtain a matrix representation we could

proceed closely analogous to that we have used for the angular

momentum algebra. Welook for opeza'tor-s , such as the Casimir
/

operators, which commute with all the X~ Let us denote

t~ese b,. C-r such that [?r, X "J::0 for all t':«
Then we look for the largest number of operators of the

set which commute with one another •. We dcnote these by \-\ 1<..

C· K' "I (, ") (In the angular momentumcase , we had only
. ::. 1)«1, ••• , 1:) ,

such, and we chose it to be -Ti). Thus we arrive at a complete

set of cOIllIllUtine,oPe.rators consistine of all C fA- and all \~KO

Wedenote the sirrrul taneous eigenvectors by the symbol \C.,i, ~~ /,
I ,

. like \.:h"',nj in the case of the angular momentum.

There are \t-~ remaining operators of the set. These

can all be expressed in terms of a linearly independent set of
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step operators (analogous to the J+ and J_). We denote these

operatr ,:'s by E«. ( e>( ::: !).'2 "i n)'
\ ,I ~v , ...:J, •••• , . 6 - <,

£0( have simple commutation rules as

re w , E ~l :~ 0 ') r~k, EolJ·· ::. 0< K E 0(L:/'.~ 'L- .

The latter are analogous of [J-3,T+]-=- :J+ and l!3)J:J -:-1_
and state that the commutator of H 1<. with Ed- gives the same

operator Eo<. multiplied by a constant o(Kwhich depends upon the

particular t:~and HK concerned. As a result of this commutation

relation, we see that the opera tors \: rt. are step-operators which

shift the eigenvalue of \-\K by an amount ~)< Hence

\ I ....,
N ( e-t( ~ \-\v.. + cl ~</£~ \ (~\ ) \4 ~ '7 ::

(
I \ J)N ~.) HI<. ~O\

I \' , "I I I)
'I k \ C r ~H k /:' \~l< I <:r ' ~k I

where the constant

can be calculated by algebraic methods" Also

!
Now for a given value of C-lA, ') the size of the multiplet

1

has to be determined as the number (2j+1) was obtained for

angular momentum. Also ·the rang~s for the eit.,envalues of each

l-h< (similar to the rp...nge- j tc +j for the eigenvalues of J"2... )

have to be found.

The number of opeT.ators. Hk of the set (denoted by ~ in

the above) is called the rank of the: Lie algebra. The rank- .

of the angular momentumalgebra is 1.

'.

ii
I
i
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Further aspects of representation will give root vectorsy

Dynkin dLagr-am s, Chevalley bases 1 w8,ights and labels of repre-
sentation - topological groups.

Different...;oasesarise according to the commutator properties
of H.

(a) Suppose H commutes with J.
\.J'

Then a complete set of eigenstates of H can be found which
are also eigenstates of Jz and J2• The (2j+1) multiplets are
degenerate states of H. In usin& the angular momentum algebra,
the eigenvalue problem for H is simplified in that two integrals
of motion are used as the two qUru1tum numbers for labelling the
eigenstates.

(b) Suppose H commutes with JzandJ2 but not with Jx or :r~.

~ ConSider a oharged particle moving in a spherically
symmetric field in which is superimposed a uniform magnetic
field in the Z-direction. Then the Hami Ltonian will be of the
form

where H 0 is the con tr-L tutdon from the spherically SyIilLletric
field and A is a constant. ~b commutes with J , and we can

V\

still find eigenstates of H which are simultaneous eigenstates

--------------_._-_ ...
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However~ the (2j+1) states corresponding to

the mu.L tiplets are now not de.genera.:te. The presence of the

A 17_ term causes a spli ttinG of the multiplet into differen-',

energy levels. Weverify· that [i-\ .. T±] :: 1- 1\ J+
, then I-t ( J.t ~) "::.(E ±.?\) J+ lj.J

and

if '/J sa t Lsf'Les H ~J:: E.1.f

This showe tha -t; the 1\ J-c: term spli ts the energy levels wi-th

a spacinL of A between adjacent levels~

(c) when H docs not commutewith J but th@ commutators•....•.

take a simpl e f'o rm, :procedure like that in the previous aec to.on

may be useful.

(d) In applications of perturbation theory, when the exact

Hami.L'toru.anH does not have a.YJ.Y of the properties (a) to (c)

above 1 but the unperturbed Hamiltonian H o has, then one uses

the representation pr'ovf.ded by He and the calculations then

become feasi ble •.

2. ~ilinear products of creation artd ~~hi~ati~n opera~or~

T
In a quantized field, let Qk. and QK be creation and

annihilation o~erators for a particle in quantum state k.

(a) Su:p~ose that the :particles that we consider are bosons.

Then QT and a satisfy [~k' a.t]:: aK~) @...K,O~£J::[Q~,o..1]~v
where K") e refer to different states. Consider bilinear products

. .
- 'T

G} , (~
...{K ~A.~
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The commutator of any two of the,se\vi11ei ther vanish or be
a line2-(,combination of biJ -i.nearproducts.

where K 1 X.. '! -m, refer to different states. Such a commutation
rule suggests a Lie algebra. If there are a finite number of
states K~ and the set of all Possible bilinear products f'o rmed ,
then cOQillutationof any two of them will be a linear combination
of elements of the set. Thus a Lie 21gebra is identified.

(b) particles are feruions. The operators satisfy

commutator such as

works out to
This impli es that we can foI'll a Lie algebra.

When considering bilinear products~ SOLUe of these do not
al ter the total numbe r of particles in the.system while some do

T ;-
alter such as QK Q ~

annihilates a pair9

which creates a pair and QK Qe which

Therefore we can have a general Lie algebra which includes
all the operators (i.e.) which change the number of particles
and which do not change.

Another Lie algebra is formed by subset of products
which do not change the number.

--------------~ .. --.--.- ..--.--
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Suppose that there are only 2 quantun states.
Eg: Proton and neutron.

"t creation of Q~= annihilation{A,p - operator IJroton~ operator
of 'proton

aJ- creation opert:!torof neutron D..-'Y\..= annihilation operator
''tV - of neutron.

Form

number of particles unchanged.
t- TOv ~ U-f + Cl:n. Q."1'- :::. total number opera tor,

nu~ber of nucleons.

which counts the

ThiS total number operator commutes with the other operators.
It is called Baryon number.

1-' T '
0::. Q~ Qp +0."0.; Q;n, ,

to\-:: (lfClYV
1-

1:'_ =- Ct.:,,- Q\'

\ (+ .f- ')
to:: ~ .o.,pG..y - Qyvo.-Aj:' ~ (difference between

~vmber of protons and
numbe r of neutrons).

Denote

~O) 't't]:: 1:-r

~v /l_J :: - 't_
IT+, <:'-J = ~ 'to

::: & _ ~ B , ~.:;. total charge
<;XJ
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rather like angula.:r momentumoperators or spin operators1,

angular momentumalgebra but the physical meaning no longer may

hold. Operators satisfying commutation rlJ~es like that of angular

momenta occur frequently in physics for the r-eason that there is

only one Lie alg8br~l of r'ank ·13.nd that is the angular momentum

algebra.

So one uses -Gnelanguage taken over from angular momentum.

But the description is just a formal one. There may be no physical

meaning to an operator such as 'rotation in quasi-spin space'.

Introduce now thE' oper a.tor's that change the number of

particles Q t Q~ =- S + and

6 operators:

Then we have

The S ')h do not commute with Baryon number' B. Weinstead of
/'I. (l \ ( () \ \ (t- 1-)
\AI'Y\- ,J 0::: 6t . 6 - i) - ::L . Ct.-? Q~ - Q 'Tv Q.",~B

Wehave 6 operators satisfying

,

Then we have a Li.e algebI'a of 6 opera tcrs, which can be

separated into i:;; j.ndepend.ent angular momentum.algebras.

(He will see later the connection of this with the

4-dimensional rotation group).

-----------------~~-~-
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For more such uses of angular momentu~ algebra~ see
"Lipkin" - Lie groups for pedestr.ians ,

The group consists of linear tran.sformations which leave
'rt '"

f --- r )«'invariant forms 0 the -'4Y1?':; <c;)~(~f_-l- ~~. -..
v:: \ (

A typical transformation is 'Xi. f----'7 'X.. L :::..~j Qj L + b ~ /
where coeffi ci.ents are r-ea l , a.'1dthe Oy ~j I ~ form orthogonal
matrix. ThiS group includes tr~1slations as well as rotations.
The translations fOrIDan invariant kbelian subgroup. Therefore
this group is not semisimple.

~e infinitesimal operators are

and denote them by ee 6and

and clc respectively. We can use this special representation
to derive the commutation relations:

c,) [e )-'f -' Q eo] =- ?;A6 e te + ~r-e Q'A6 -rA~Q,F6-~rQe>~

(II) [d fA, e, Vo] - df'(? a 0 - df'6 cle .
C\\) [clt), d. e1- 0

If we wri.te

Q.e6=--<2.\}e - GJ(>6

do - LP~
then Jf' 0 and P~ are Herra.i tian operators.
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Weom.i t the d().
Then the group is semi-simple.

}!:xample: 3-diiIlensional inhomogeneous rotation group

Write and

as J0, -:f\ ) J.(; » ~ + and P± respectively. Wehave .

then 6 quanti ties 'J +, JJ , P ± '> \=>.3 and the commutation

r-ul.es are

[!"3) :r+l ~ J+ , [Je, .' Jl ::-J- ;"C!+ , J'-J:: ~'J.3
[!+ ,p-J:: l :r- , 'P+J ~ ~ P 6 '\!2> , \J tJ :: [p~)J :tJ -= + r +

other cornnutators vanish.

Twoinvariants (i.e.) comniutint. with all operators are

J ~ is not invariant.

------------------------------
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Define

Rewrite
J23by M1
J by M2

31
J by lv13

12
J by N1
41

J42by N2
J431)y N3

Then M's have same commutation relations as for homogeneous

(1) , ~V\.:z,,~;\: L M ., ~ 6, i"']:: t-l'l
'--

Two invariants ere

Where
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The following linear combinations are useful.

k -
\ ~ \__( \'-'\_ N)
~ \. './> '-'"

L -
) ../""'

Then components of K and L commute \-1ith -e ach other ,viz.
'-'"' V'\

Also r. /',\k i , K..:u \ -:::
L.. .J

and F =
The se imply that the 4·"" dj.men sional TO tation gr oup may be

viewed as the direct product of two 3-dimensional rotation .groups.
We can get a representation of 4 dimensional space in such a way
that each repl~esEmtation is of degree (!h k+~)C~ e -\-0w).th
K.{' -:: ~,( K + 9 9 L:L::.t \t -r I) ]3ut the property of

exp:ressing as direct product of 2,3.....dimensional rotation groups
is only valid for the proper rotation group and not for the

Lorentz group~
L.9ren t.&...grou£: In the :previous part put X. 4 =- t.... 3:.-0 •

Lorentz transformations leave invariant the expression
2. '2. '2.. 2.J:> ~ . bl_ ~c + X'I + )::.2. -t 'X-2> oJ..rea.L VaT1.a es %O,,:X: I , X 2. » "X?>.

The Hermitian infinitesimal o:perato:rSare

(as before)

and
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Substi t'.l.·~3ll'\J for N 8..t'1d t, 81 for G to the invariant.
V"' v' •...

\/\ - (T~3):r.3\, 'J\~) N - lJ01, '10.'&, Jo.3)- -
V"i

.,
\./"\

New commu 'ta t.i, on rules ar e
.

, ~ 3. ~ NJ z: - L M 2

others are unchanged and invariants are

Add infini te ai.mal. operators of translations in

2 •I "":)!9-~

He have the J -1 v T
<,J ')'

«:

Lnhorao geneou s group vii +h the same CC'lJ1IDU ta tion rules. In addition

"-,,ehave o,?er'at~)X'G 1)0 arid N.1, N2, No;;. The commutation relations
1 ."

are

. ,
L e o

F and G are no longer ~nvariants~
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Now one Lnvar.i ant is <quar-e of the 4-momentum.

(i.e.)

Another is constructed e:s fo110,.,.s:

Let the anti symmetric tensor

~,
f and let the 4 vector
.t~
:,~

Then

~Il) J (,6J ~ ~ (0" ,....0We- sf~ W())

~fl' ?~l::o ~f-' WJ]+o fn f~V
VJ 'I)~v ~- 0

The second invariant is

IN::: W,))W'))'::: -t-f}Keo'\f\<.(>o

-: ~ (?r-P~) CJ('6J\l6) - JkfJ K6\?~Ptf'
Consider the significance of these 2 invariants in the rest

system.
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1'. b::. 0r , imply that

2. f -::9 implies that (uJ\,W2...,\.U3)::' 1..1"'1'1... (T~3>T3\,:r\2.)

w4-"::O

VJ -
a " ~

(angul ar momen trunin the re st system)

'"<>(,J, -, \N
- tAl=- '1'0 r0 ( h + ~ (\'e) - "P

(and 'If\ to) .

S (& +- 0 where S is spin

For a given momentwn vector, there are 2S+1 independent states.

S = 0 implies Klein-GordoA equation
S - .1..

- 2 implies Dirac equation

S = 1 im~lies Proca ~quation.

If P = 0, there are two Cases:

W -::0
neutrino equation
Nlaxwell's equation

Scalar equation

(ii) W 1= 0 there is a continuous spectrum of W. Pauli
says that these representations do not seem to have any physical
significance. For more details of this complete section refer
to Pauli's article.

~~aonformal g~oup: 15 parameter Lie group consists of

(1 parameter)

--------------------- - _.---

I
I
I
I~
~
'I
'll
~I
WJ

}

I
j

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
i

i~
!~
i
!
i,
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(2) Po.i.noare group (a) translations 7p-::: 'Of (4 parameters)

(b) Lorentz transformations .Mrv -::.:('idv- Xrv0r-
(6 parameters)

(3) Special conformal tran.sJ..o.rIl!ation

(4 par ameters)Cr
One In'terpretatioIl::

It is a transformation from an inertial frame to a

uniformly accslerating frame.

Anoth~y ~nterpretation:

It is a rr':)~uct, in the Min.kowskispace, of

(i) an inversi on T '.

(li) a translation T: ,IM-.
X J ::

and (iii) another inversion \

C::: T, T4 T

Infinitesimal generators are

J) ::" x~..A·ar
'Pr ~Or

Lorentz transformation M r-)) z:

Dilations

Translations

Special

'X- ~dv - '"X V a~
v ~

conformal transformation K~t..= &t 'Lr')l 0'» - '"'I-- Or
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From this realization~ we can derive the commutation relations

as -,

~ f v, f~J-::-C~ ~ 1\ ?'\> - ~ tJ A ? [1-)
~ f"V' l"\ O~J -0 ~ r-f \'I\."ot ~ 'li6 !IIre - dr6 \<'I Vt : d \! r \'\clO

f?(~~,3>] :: ?r
~I~) ~J:: 0

(fV" ?c>J = 0 ,

~~ , K vJ ::- :t

lf4~1)' t.>-J - - (.~ r"K"~ ~,,\ 1<.f)

\l-- f' :8 :. rr: I< r .

~r' \c~ co 0

C_ d ~» J) - \'-'\ t-i v)

Note the similari ty between the generators K fA and ?r· In

illanyattempts to use this, a popular one uses 6 dimensional

spaces (i.e.) extending the ~ = 0 ~1, 2,3 to 4 and 5•
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CHAPTER IV- --oq ..--
~IE SYMIVlETRL..•S OF O.D.E. 's

• t •• ""., 4oOIi • •• ••• •

4.1 The aim of this section is to analyse symmetries of

Differential equations by considering families of continuous
transformations which keep tbe form of differential equations.

(1) Given a group, one constructs all the differential
equations -which have the aymme tr-Lc groups.

(2) Given a differential equati6ny find groups of one
parameter transformation flLDction~

J!£~ s aiJD.:

(i) For first order equations - solv~ by quadratures. -
(j,i)For higher order aqua tions - Reduce order and then

solve by the repeated quadratures.
For all first order differential equations it turned out

to belihat both the group ~.ndthe Lntegracf.ng factor (1.F.) are
available together or not available together. For second order
differential equations, we have the property that the solution
is completely reducible to quadratures iff it admits two or more
one parameter groups of point transformation. Further Lie was

"able to prove that for a given second order differential equation
there existed atmost 8 independent groups of point transforma-
tions which maintained the form invariance of the D.E. Since
the D.E.'s of many dynamical systems are of second order, Lie
method may thus be used to analyse the eymme ta-i.e s of such
dynamical systems.
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We consider some aspects of a r:me-parameter group of trans-
formations of the x2y plane into itself such that

where corresponds to th@ identity transformation and
the group properties are satisfied. Lie's method emphasises the
importance of the local structure of the group. The global

\ structure may be derived. from the 'local structure. .Accordingly
the method det6rmines~ in the first instance, the group of
infini tesimal transformations which leave a given differen~ial
equation invariant.

Wi th c:I -= 0(0 + 0d- 9 ve take a transformation
.."....~::: ~+ ~ eX. ,~) r- d-. (A),

The functions 3' and 1\ d.efine the transformation locally.

The finite form of the transformation may. then be found by
integrating the differential system

ct~
3(~K)-:j)

dt
.,;\ ( '''( ;C;)

, \ \. -'~ ) .J

with the initial conditions

where e .e ..

--------------~---~-------
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At each point (:x., ':J )? ~ and tt\ determine a direction

of grad ent 'Y\ \~ • As taries~ the poi.r t Cx~y) describes a

curve which we call a ~th curve. Since the path curve as a

whole goes into itself under the transformation~ the path curve

is also called ~1 invariant curve.

The infinitesimal transforr.o.ation (A) of 4.2 may be expressed·

concisely by the symbol -V where

_ ( )0 " \0U S ')C"> ") '0 'L -\- 1 ex) ~j) '0~

Then

("

5 !

The finite form of the transformation may be Written formally

as

For a function c? (x,y) 9 we may write

ct>c:x.,'jj =- <tcx,y) + 6't, Ucp
where l) c\:. -=- S dcp + "'\0 ¢-. is the directional

'o'"'L 0 'j

derivative of (p along the path curve at ex,y).

~ (x,y) is said to be a.'I1 invariant -",hencP Ci,y) =- q;(x,y), for

which a necessary and sufficient is \j?::. 0

A family of curves

constan t

may be said to be an invariant in the sense

cp ( X· J :J ) : F llf'()('l "j) ] ,so that geometrically a
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member of the family would transform: into another

_o.emoor _ or into itself under a transformation of
the groupo In terms of the operator U, we may write the
condi tion for this; U tiJ:: En (CfJ) where En (cv') is a function
of ~ • Except for path curves for which U tf' ~ 0 -' we may

wi thout loSS of generqli ty'wri te the equation of family as
F(~) - constant such that UF = 1 .

.:.
For the free particle -s: :::.0 I

CD @G) ®® C9 G ®
i
i
I

~ 0 0 0 t t~ t'>-
!

s:
I
!

"'('\ t ':f. ~ rx, D -? t't:
, !

Find the path curves and the invariant for each of the groups.

Solutio!!:
We have to integrate the differential system

-dvt

with the initial conditions t = t -, x = x at '1:;.::0 , to

ob~ain the finite form of the transformations that are required.

dt cLi - d~
(1)

-::.. -
0

1-

Take Ji -=..0 and cl~ ~ elL
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-Integrating~ we get t -:.constant and ~ ::~+constant

where \~e assumed that the ~:"1tegraJ,.of ci'ti 3 ~ • Using the

initial conditions~ we obtain

t ::.t :t:.. -::. ~ + c(

ci1::: d-~ -: cl1:' ; -
o t

From - ctt ::0 , t = t and substituting t for tin cli-::d't
we get cl::C.-d t . Integrating and using x = x when 't~ 0

---=t -
we get

o CI

Proceed in a similar way to obtain

(3)

(6)

dt d'X- - d~ ,
- - - -,,\.I- ,
0 'X--

- cli-cl.t d~ .- !::- -'
0

t I:: t . 0\.
'"Y-. :::. ')Ce .

t' z: t + 0(-~::.%

-
dt'-1:'

,,

-clt di
o

/

-----~-----~~----,-"-""-"



oli. __'/tYc
OL gives after integration

'X.,,(...

the constant can be easily evaluated as

- ~::... 0(+ cons tant and
r:J:.,

_1- Q.e) -.L -::0\-1
:t:- - ::x:...

~
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Let us now consider (7)

(i .e . )
~

"X

Qe) 'JC -- 0\ - I -- oZ :x:.--CJG ~

- dx,. ctt clx-clt 0e)- - ---- -ot- t ~.t~ X
take

On intef,rating~

obviously .t:....
:JS-

t -

we get t - constant and the constant is
:t;

~t-'X...
-substituting for x, we obtain

0 'X -0 III -

-
t --

\ - 0\:1.....

t

(8) dt cl')(.. ct.<t' I--- - :;-00 --t t; '.JS

t ::::t-, d-. t

"X.
\-d-.t

In a similar way9 we obtain for
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And the invariant of each of the gFOUpS can be seen to be
group-invariant

(1) t

( 2) t
(3) t
(4) x "-

( 5) x/t
(6) x
(7) x/t
(8) x/t

Example 4.2.2

§ ~ S "'lL 0(t ,~
.'oscillator x + x = O.

1'\ =- X-- ~ CGl:- for the Harmonic
, . - --Obtain the expressions for t and x

The differential system is
-- clxclt cLt

ghv~t 'J(. w~1
- I ~(~~t)Take d,.;t, - d:t on in tegrating - 0(- ~Shv~t tOJlt.t

-) (e~O< t~t)0 t - tOJn.-4 0

---------------~----------

/

:[>

'I'
1' .. 1

\

,:.1
"II
;111

l

J
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dt ~ 'cti.
S\Yv~t. ~ ~~ ~t

(~4 \ d.t - cl.~
S!1L~ I:- ) X-

i loj g \ 'lei!:" too '.i + constant and evalua ting the

constant we obtain t log S\Yl-<~t - ~di t l-tod g\n,~t- -toJ ~

From we have

-------------------------------------------------------------,

. - OLe(
Substituting tOJnt-:: e taJY\t

in terms of tOJn t ani simpli-
fying we get

Suppose we know, ~,'Y\ and we write the D.E. as
d \( _ 1> ex. .,~f) ..r'

J ~ then the ~rectional derivativ€
cl~ ~ ('X.')'j)

along integral curves is
o p aJ)::::: &. co 'X.- + '0 ~ and theDe. exists a representation

W(x,y) = constant of the family of integral curves such that

U uJ ::.. »; a W -t Y'I '0UJ :: 1~ OX-. \ ro~

~ OLD + ? OW _ 0
o~ O~

j
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-~

and so

, I.F. of
~ 0

curves aTe

J

?

all) d -
O~ .:J

I

?c:t~ - tX c\~
?~-&'1

, and the solutionPdx-Qdy = 0 is P3-&'Y\

constant

If grGQP is known, then I.F. is available 4

That for a given D.E.y there could be infinite number of trans-
formation groups may be seen as follows:

Define

implies
out

Then the condition~::1- ~,~

;- r. (£2L _ d~ )..- G~ ~ _ ~ - ~ -:. 0(1 ()::J ?;~ (J 0 ') ~ 'OX- "1 'd ~

that f?-i. -t d e':j ::. f d ::J where the .3 has dropped

may be wri tten ~ . .5 arbitrary
C ')\~ Sd-t~

where the existence of \ depends on the solution for

d-:L d~~~ df- -
\ ~. ~dJ
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when analytical solution cannot be wTi tten do wn, t,roup cannot be

found "rid I. F. cannot be fnu.Yl.detc.

When f can be f'ound, then infinite nunbez- of ~,'Y\ exist"

If VJ(':l, ':J] '!: \) is the equat.Lon of a path-curve ~ then Lnvar Lance

implies that W CX,y)== O. The condition for the invariance of

such a curve is

U tJJ :: 0 when

A familJT of cur ves W (x~y) == C where C is a continuous

parameter •. is said to be invariant L'·'dor'.a point transformation

if each member of the family is taken into another member of the

family. Thus if l,l.) (x1y) = Cl is a member of the f'ami.Ly, then

w Ci,'y) == C2 also a member of the family. ThiS requires that

function f. PXlinfinitesimal form of this condition is Uw=Jl(w)

for some function .f2.. • (we take .il. * t> ,for when JL:::. 0 each

curve is taken into itself) •. This condition may be satisfied by

taking a new representation for the familyA(w('x.,~)) = constant

such that U 1\ =1. A function A satisfying c:lA SLlW}:: i
cAW .

will do the jobo Wewill, therefore, assume that this is done~

and the equation of family is u,)(x,y)= constant where Uw= i

\
induces changes in ~ ~

, ant let the

The point transformation in x and y
Let \1<) _ olK~

~ -;::: d.,:x,K..
\/

"j ) • • •
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consequential changes in the derivatives be

~ I::;. ~ ~1)+ ')f) ('x.., », ~.) do(
•

Oonst der

Thus

In the same way we can show
,

""():)_ .dl')Clc-\)_ ~K) ~ ,where d-
.\ - d:)l .;; dx. . ct 'X..

and is ,0 -+ ~ 1 Q + ?j \l a +.. . . The change in any runctd on
<Ox o:;J o~,

A-- ( I 1/ " n~), . r: U(K~Y 'X.,'~) "j ,~ -' • ~ • ') (:J' ) may then be wri tten as 01:' •.

is total derivative



cl~ -d-C3'-'!~)::o.
cl-::L. CI) Q I . . <)

Invariance implie sthat tJ L "j - a (')(~~)j :.0 .

t
where we put "j::: ~ ('Jl,~) after differentiation. '!hus we get

the equation for g, 1) as

fJ\'X-~'~' ('Y\,)- S·~) - do(,3~ - S d'~ - ~ d~f -=- 0

Whena g,/Y\ can be found to satisfy fiha s , an integrating

factor may be found and the solution is then obtained by

quadra ture •

Wenow consider ~ for a given transforma lion g, ""1 the

invariant functions u(x,y) and ~ (x,y,y').

We solve

d~

~CL~j)

cl':J t
-

'Y\C') C~, '::J) ~ I)

These will yield ~ (x9Y) = constant

~. (X'Y9y')=constant

Uu. -.:.0 and V (1) '\..9 ::. 0Wecan verify that

The most general first order D.E. which is invariant under a

, group transformation vii th generator U, is
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EfCalllple,:

::;.",,~~}~~~p~,~:: t~, 'Y\0,'J.~ (free particle group) -
find ll- and -& and check Uu.. ~o and U ell -.) :: 0 •

Solution:
Consider the differential system

dt _
1~

,- ct J(

'1\0\
\

~a.-x.
;:::-

ScC~-it)

d.x taking 'X.::: uJ:
:i(ut- :i-t)

(i.e.

Now

&i _
'1\(\ )

I

elL
----------"___ J :::

"1\t-Xst

take clt--LX
dk _

-t

This implies that

Now
J.t...-- -t.x.

J.i
X (x-it)

(i.e.)

Then
.to 1 ')C.' + Co"'f'ht

o Lt.-x..
"

')c- t J(This implies that v--
c

, .
\.l::. J:- / t , '\9::. ): - t X

•:£o 0

/
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4.7 Second order D.E.'s:-.... ~

The p'Oint transformation is

t t+6~S(-t,~}
':>Ci.:: 'XL+ro('),\~ Ct, 'f)

wi th associated quanti ty U - ~ ('J.. ,t) Q.- 1-
ot

Equations of motion are
r:AlJ

t - e t-- .~

X
e rf..(J ~

•

These equations hold for all t,xi'~ . . \But some g and ~ S

.
do not Lnvof.ve x' s. We can equate to zero the coefficients ,of

~terms such as 'X. L. , ':(.~ 'J-Jetc. Thus leads to a set of partial
D.E.'s for ~ and )\L' Solution will give the symmetry
operators X =- $"6. + 'Y'l· ~ . we can verify that they form-' ot I Lr:1'C(L

Lie algebras, we can calculate the structure constants and
identity the algebra.

For one dimensional case

there are at most 8 one-parameter groups.

. ...••..

--------------------------------~-~-..•.....-.....-- .... _.
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!&.efer encJll>

1. Free Particle : Lie S
2. Harmonic Oscillator in

3-dimension and variable
oscillator

( ~eieNt ed '\'rv f2ef· 4- )
Wulfm.an C.E. and Wybourne B.G.
(1976) J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. !1,
507-518. M.Lutzky (1978) J. Phys.
A~ l~th. Gen 11, 249-258.

3. Harmonic Oscillator in
3-dimension and variable
oscillator.

C.J.Eliezer, Hadronic journal 2.
1067-1109 (1979).

4. Harmonie oscillator in
n-dimensions.

l

G.E.Prixl.Ceand C.J.Eliezer,
J. Pays" A: Math. Gen. 13 (1980)

G: .E.Prince and C.J.Ellezer
J.Phys. -:1981).

5. Kepler problem

Damped free particle G.E.Prince, P.G.L.Leach,
T.M.Kalotas, C.J.Eliezer
and R.M.Santilli
Hadronic Journal 3, 390-439(1972).

..

/'

The .Second order equa'tc.onof motion 'fer the free particle
•• • - <t=: dIein one spatial dimension is x = 0 where

The point transformation is
\: = t+ t S (')C-,>1:)
9(., -;: y:+ G 'Y\ (-X,t)

.1 _ \ ~. + '\'\ ~ + In \ ..9.-
U - .:;,at .'Ie~ .l 'O:t.

equal to
'0 d? ~ .~> 7 0 -~it +- 'l) rox + L 'f)t + -x. (1\x - ~ to ) - 'X- ;)~ J ra--;- T

5 ~ tt +i C~'t\ t't. - SI:t- ) +i~(y\:x.)l - ~ s t.x-) - ~.) ~ 'X :L
l ). ..( o·

+ ,; C 'T,-x. - ~~t - ,3~:x f:LJ 'Oi

Now will be
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The details of the calculations of the Lie algebra for the

free p~~ticle are as follov'!

.
fuis expression holds for all t ,')(,X and since vI' 5

"do not contain x~ the above expression decomposes to

'r\ -1: t ::0

~ )\-t:-x. - Srt :: 0

~\ -x X - ;,z, [t %

~~ ')(. -= 0 implies 3rt:::. ,b,L+) and that ,3 =')(, A (-+) +G (1:)

conai. dering
( 1)

I ' '" •• '\
-~C'LA+g) (2)

(3)

We have, by (2) and (3), rr)t'X..x. -=- ~-.lfA - r::J.;·A .:::=:f1 p,'::::o

(j.•e.) A::. Ao+ {-\d: and by (1) and (2), Y\tt:L-:::O

~
...

(" " ~' )B -:;:..0 A ::.0 =tt \6:::. ~6 -+ Bit + E>t(. t~',,- ,..

<!)- S ~ XCAo+ Ad:} + t3~t~" .. pc+ BIt. +
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'f) +'t- ~O

'Y\ -t)".. -:: i S'tt:: G!t

"f\ ~.x..-::.!4 Stx. :: ~ A I \' where ~ is taken to be the above
given expression

and

"\ ~ A! X~ -+ ( c,~+ t (bet) X T j) Lt)
~- A I X + Go:x. + 6.1, tx. + ])0 -t- ..J),t

(i.e.) A 0 'J(. + A, -t):, -\- fbu + Gi t -j- \3.;ut..'2.J

~A,2
The 8 solutions are

We could combine one or more these to form a more conven.ient
solution. We take the following as the eight independent
solutions.

3 Q 0 0 I t 'X +x. t~
'1\ t 'X. 0 X o %:t tX.
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This allows us a bas~e i){ \,1for the Lie algebra of a

free particle i to be chosen$ viz,

o

The commu ta tors for the ,X K are shown as follows in a table

-- ~ - - - -. - - - - -- - -I- _ •..- - - - -. - -. -- -. - -.. - -. -... - - -
t

, t X v~ X X4
I ~ \ Abl.J 3
I__ -i_ - - - - - - -" -- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; (
, I

XI: 0
I
I

I X",: 0
»

o o

o o

I I

I X~; -XI -X~ 0 0 0 )<(;, '1-1 0
I

I

I

,
I

XI 0 X4- 0 X6 ~ 'X 3-f cXX5~)(4-1 () a
t,...,), t

I I
Xi I

0 -X5 0 0 x,; 'XS"I-XI 0 ><<3
I I
i ,"I ' I

: x ~ " - 1<4- (:t 'h3-><S) - X (, 0 0 0 0 X7
I I
I I

" X7 :(-Kj-X5) -X~ -X7 -Xl, -'17 0 CJ o
I, I
I I
f I

-X~ G 0 (X0-~X5) -xg -'/-.7 0i X2! 0
\ \
( I,-_._-_.- ---.--~-----. - ----- .,.- -. - -.- - -'
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4.8. Noetherts theorem and Noether Symmetries
"".

II' a Lagrangian L exi sts 9 then Noe the.r method cdhsiders the
Lnvar-Lance of the action integral ) Ldt under the point trans-

- ~formation discussed earlier9 and obtains the master equations
for 3" and 1) L as

t/'i L + S L _ ~ - 0

where t =. 12- ( t·, X~) is a gauge f'unct.ion, ~rising from
the circumstance that one can add to the Lagrangian function
.a perfect differential 1ft- where A ':.A (+ ,'Xt,ii) wi thout
altering the correspondine, equation of motion.

fue strength in this method is that wi th each transfornia-
tion, one can obtain an associated constant of motipn bw a
simple formula:

It is found that far simple examples, such as the free
particle, the simple harmonic oscillator and the kepler problem.
the family of transformations given by the Noether method is a
~bgroup of those given by the Lie method .•

However, with the Lie method there is not a simple formula
for the constant of motion as in the Noether method. G.E. Prince
has shown how a calculation using the invariants of transforma-
tion may be made for thiS purpose.

I
I
I
I
r.
I
I!

Ii
Ii
11
"I[
'I
j
!
I

1/
[

I
II

II
I
i
j

'j
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e. Invariants:

Consider the system of equation

d~--
~ -

and 0btain invari ants:

IA. CX,Y)
\<J- c '1', , », :;I)
vJ'( 'X.. , 'j>:J', 'j ~

It can be shown that

where

c1'I{} I d x..,
dlA.-j ~:x.
\1 a

:J O~I
For a given group, the most general second order D.E.

invariant under the group is tV (x.)"'::J , ~I, ::1") ~ ~~ ::.

4» ( u., ,\"J-) - ¥ Cu.l'X., ~)" \J- L ')l ,Y) y~ where q i s a:ny ar bi trary
I

function.

For a given D.E.
. ct '\} dV-/ ciy-

when we find a g:L'OUp,then d-::" d-,:-----<..L lA../ d. 'Y-

of tA..., \} alone, -::::<t (lA.),,) say, wheremust be some function

~ is now a. known function.

Thus oU2-second order equation has now been reduced toa first

order equation. Suppose we integrate this and obtain 'tf( l(,~)=-
constant

This is thus a first integral of·tle second order D.E.we started

..---.

i
!

. !



with. It has the properties

\

Finally 9 consider the table of invariants for the free

particle.

- - - -.- - - - - - - - -I
F (c .s., i) r

-------
i

_ ("" ~ •.•. ~ _ ~. ••••.J.

t 'X.. o
.

t%-X- -\9~J Ll "
t

• 2-'X-/x -'fr3

(

.J- I
(
(

9
(

t 'X..- X- I

t
(

(t~-:£) / r)c
I
i
I
I

'):. I
I
I

~

i
I
I
i
I
(

tr
\
(
t
i
(

I
I
I

~

XJ,

t

?G oI
'>( '4- (

I
j'ts

t I

; )('(,: 1~ t\:.x. 0 ( i -:\:--x)/ i,
\ ~

'f.7 ' %/i (tx-.x.)/;" 0 (t;-:x--x)/ X.
f '\J j

f x~ I XI t ~/ t LtX:,-~ &/l-L8 ( t x.--xJ /
_____J_- .- - _.- _.__._- - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - -"-- - - _1-

'X./t· o

~
I "
i

The references indicated earlier will give the corresponding
results for the harmonlc oscillator and the Kepler proble~ •. It
will be a good practice to do those calculations by onesel~ and
check with the results in those papers.

i ,


